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Abstract
We propose a versatile pipeline to render B-Rep models interactively, precisely and without rendering-related artifacts such as cracks. Our rendering method is based on dynamic surface evaluation using both tesselation and ray-casting, and direct GPU surface trimming. An initial rendering of the scene is performed using dynamic tesselation. The algorithm we propose reliably detects then fills up cracks in the rendered image. Crack detection works in image space, using depth information, while crack-filling is either achieved in image space using a simple classification process, or performed in object space through selective ray-casting. The crack filling method can be dynamically changed at runtime. Our image space crack filling approach has a limited runtime cost and enables high quality, real-time navigation. Our higher quality, object space approach results in a rendering of similar quality than full-scene ray-casting, but is 2 to 6 times faster, can be used during navigation and provides accurate, reliable rendering. Integration of our work with existing tesselation-based rendering engines is straightforward.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation—Display algorithms I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object Modeling—Boundary representations

1. Introduction
Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software applications allow mechanical engineers to reliably design machined parts to be used in large-scale projects such as building an aircraft or a car. Software programs usually define parts with an internal, proprietary model definition but also use a common representation called B-Rep (for Boundary Representation). B-Rep has been popular since the 1980s, is the de facto export format for manufacturing, and is widely used as an internal representation of the model in CAD applications for rendering purposes.

B-Rep models consist of a set of faces, each defined with a basis surface and a set of trimming curves defined in the parametric space of each basis surface (Figure 2). This representation is obtained by successively applying modeling operations on the exterior faces of geometric primitives. Because small gaps may exist between adjacent faces for the sake of representing shared edges in a relatively simple fashion [SAG84], manufacturing relies on explicit topological information enforcing geometrical continuity to produce machined parts of good quality. Although these gaps can be apparent during model visualization, it is only the case at extremely high zoom levels and, up to a certain extent, CAD operators usually cope with their presence while designing their parts. For this reason, the complex and costly methods that exist for eliminating them in a post-process on the B-Rep model [SSZ’04, SFL’08] are yet to be widely adopted. Rendering B-Rep models as they are strictly geometrically defined, accurately and at interactive performance is, however, very largely desired, and is a challenging task that we address in this paper.
Several approaches exist to fulfill this need (Section 2).
All methods based on full-model micropolygonization or ray-casting usually offer a great image quality but fail to provide interactive performance, making tesselation the best candidate for high-performance rendering. Rendering based on static, model-wide tesselation suffers from inaccuracies in the display because of the approximate nature of the static tesselation and its fixed, predetermined resolution. Rendering based on dynamic surface tesselation and direct GPU trimming leaves visual artifacts, denoted as cracks between adjacent faces, lowering the overall image quality (Figure 3(a)). While a very fine tesselation can reduce the amount and size of cracks, it cannot remove them completely. Existing methods to remove these cracks may themselves leave visual artifacts and are complex to implement.

We propose an algorithm to get a rendering of high visual quality, with no crack, and interactive performance. Our algorithm is broken down into successive steps (Figure 4). A first step performs an initial model rendering through dynamic surface tesselation and direct GPU trimming, using a carefully chosen error tolerance keeping the generation of cracks under control (Section 3.1). Following the initial rendering step, a second step (Section 3.2) detects crack-induced pixels and flags them for later crack filling. Subsequent steps are where the crack filling and final image rendering are performed. During model navigation, we propose a simple single-step image space crack-filling method based on neighboring surface and color information around crack pixels (Section 3.3). For still images, or if higher quality is desired during navigation, we also propose a 3-step object-space crack filling method. With this method, a third step (Section 3.4.1) builds a depth buffer to limit GPU work done in a fourth step (Section 3.4.2) that performs the actual crack filling by ray-casting the model at the flagged pixel locations only. Our key idea is to leverage the efficient GPU model tesselation and rasterization in this step to limit the quantity of ray-casting, reducing the impact on rendering performance, while also guaranteeing that cracks will be effectively filled. A final step (Section 3.4.3) eventually writes color and depth data obtained from both the first and fourth steps out to the render buffer, and produces the final image.

Our contributions reside in the image-space crack detection, image-space crack filling for interactive rendering and object-space crack filling for either interactive or static, still image rendering. Our tests (Section 4) show that our image-space crack-filling method has acceptable quality and limited runtime cost. Our object-space crack-filling method significantly reduces the gap in image quality between dynamic tesselation and ray-casting, does not suffer from the rendering imperfections that can be observed with full-scene ray-casting (Figure 18), and is comparatively 2 to 6 times faster. Our crack filling algorithms can be plugged into existing rendering engines based on dynamic tesselation and do not require dedicated crack-filling geometry to be sent alongside model data, making them convenient to implement.

2. Related work

The techniques used in interactive B-Rep model rendering can be divided into two categories, using either model-wide tesselation or direct trimming approaches. We quickly go over model-wide tesselation and concentrate this section on methods based on direct trimming, which our algorithm is based on.

Model-wide tesselation rendering strategies rely on the tesselation of individual B-Rep faces [PR95]. A set of triangles approximating as closely as possible a B-Rep face is generated based on the geometrical definition of the face (eg. the B-Rep basis surface and associated trimming curves, illustrated in Figure 2). Special care must be taken to make sure that cracks do not exist between independently tesselated faces, in the vicinity of trimming curves [SK03]. It is generally done by using the topological information that links adjacent faces together. Model-wide, watertight, face-based tesselation is heavy on resources and cannot be done on the fly during rendering. As a consequence, models are pretesselated using a fixed error tolerance and the resulting mesh is used as input in the rendering system. Because the tesselation of the model can create a significant amount of geometry and hamper rendering performance, many methods also propose the definition of Level-Of-Details (LODs) schemes [Hop96, HSH10]. The highest achievable visual precision of the rendering is therefore bound to the original world-space error tolerance the highest-level LOD mesh has been built with. This encourages LODs of very high precision to be defined, occupying a sometimes prohibitive amount of memory.

More recently, with the advances in GPU hardware, methods based on dynamic surface tesselation with direct trimming have gained attention. Rendering based on direct trimming follows the trim definition of the B-Rep faces for rendering purposes in that every basis support surface is rendered then dynamically trimmed, independently. Rendering the basis surface can be done using either tesselation or ray-casting, while the trimming is usually done on a fragment basis, using a representation of the trimming space in a trim structure. This structure can either be a discretization [GBK05] or a vectorial representation [SF09, CVB*12].
Schollmeyer and Fröhlich [SF09] propose a method to do the trimming of parametric surfaces efficiently and accurately. A pixel-precise B-Rep rendering can be achieved when their method is combined with ray-casting, though occasional, parasite pixels may show up around face boundaries (Figure 18, bottom-left). These pixels can be observed because of the limitations of the iterative Newton method used for root finding [FP79], which they implement to calculate ray-patch intersections. Rendering performance is mainly limited by the systematic ray-casting that needs to be done for each fragment of every input, untrimmed B-Rep basis surface, and by the trimming that follows. When tessellation is used to render basis surfaces, cracks between adjacently rendered trimmed B-Rep faces appear. These cracks are the manifestation of the gaps artificially created at the junction of trimming curves between two faces by the tessellation process.

Hanniel and Haller [HH11] ray-cast trimmed CAD models in a watertight fashion. Fragments that are in the vicinity of trimming curves are projected onto the surfaces adjacent to these curves. A test based on which side of the surfaces the fragment lies on is then done to determine whether to keep it for display. Their rendering yields no tessellation-related cracks and automatically removes topological gaps between faces. Their trimming algorithm suffers from weaknesses where trimming curve endpoints are tangential to neighboring curves, or when these trimming curves define a tangential transition across two adjacent surfaces, which create visual artifacts. Based on full-scene ray-casting, their method has limitations in terms of performance when dealing with larger models.

Yeo et al. [YBP12] propose pixel-accurate rendering of untrimmed NURBS models. Their method is based on the dynamic tessellation of rational Bézier surfaces. They use SLEFEx [Pet03] to calculate the optimal tessellation factors to be used when rendering a surface. Cracks between adjacent patches are avoided by defining the tessellation factors at the shared edges level. When used with trimmed models, cracks do appear however as nothing is done to fill up the space left unrasterized between trimming curves of adjacent faces – only the transition between untrimmed surfaces is taken care of.

Some methods propose to address the crack problem introduced by the individual, independent rendering of B-Rep faces by creating additional geometry to be rendered along the trimming curves. The geometries are either lines or triangle strips that overlap neighboring faces, and that are rendered to fill up the space artificially created by the tessellation. Balázs et al. [BGK04] concentrate on tessellation-induced cracks, and render two-pixel thick primitives along trimming curves. Pavanaskar and McMains [PM13] dynamically adjust the thickness of triangle strip geometries with respect to the curvature of matching trimming curves. Their method can fill topological gaps between faces in addition to rendering-related cracks. Both methods can suffer from minor artifacts caused by the additional geometry to be rendered, and are limited by the discretization of crack-filling primitives.

Image-based methods such as morphological and bilateral filtering [Soi03,KTD09] are unlikely to provide the accuracy we are looking for and which can be offered by geometrical approaches. Nevertheless, we introduce in Section 3.3 a dedicated image-space crack-filling method that has good
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Figure 3: (a) result of step 1 after dynamic model tessellation, with numerous cracks in the rendering. (b) step 2 crack identification, with crack pixels in red. (c) step 4 crack filling achieved using our selective ray-casting. (d) reference rendering using full-scene ray-casting.
Figure 4: Overview of our rendering pipeline. Boxes with a gray background represent rendering steps. Note that final crack-filling steps are commonly numbered for the object space (steps 3, 4 and 5, left) or image space (step 3, right) methods. Dashed boxes perform full-model rendering, other boxes operate on a screen-sized quad. Boxes with white background represent storage data buffers. Arrows indicate whether step boxes read and/or write the data.

performance but shows the limitations of this family of algorithms.

3. Our algorithm

Prior to being given to our renderer, the input model needs to be converted. This conversion, done once in a CPU preprocess, is a standard lossless transformation of the input model. Each B-Rep basis surface is transformed into a NURBS surface, which is then decomposed into multiple rational Bézier patches [CLR80]. Trimming curves are also similarly transformed into NURBS curves and split up into multiple rational Bézier curves, which are finally gathered in a trim structure [SF09]. The trim structure is used to do the trimming of individual fragments every time this is needed.

An overview of our pipeline, which entirely runs on the GPU, and the different buffers used is given in Figure 4. Figure 3 illustrates a result of the crack detection and filling operations. Individual rendering steps are detailed onwards.

3.1. Step 1: initial rendering

In the first step, the whole model is rendered using the programmable graphics pipeline. For basis surface rendering, dynamic tessellation is performed using the method described by Yeo et al. [YBP12]. Following their work, rational Bézier surface patches are tessellated and rendered in such a way that the tessellated primitives never deviate more than $k$ pixels from their corresponding projected footprint as defined by their analytical representation. This concept is defined by Yeo et al. as a $k$ pixel covering accuracy. A parametric accuracy also guarantees that fragments of a given $u,v$ coordinate never get rendered further than $k$ pixels away from the corresponding location on the footprint of the analytically defined surface (Figure 5). We set $k$ to 0.5 pixel to make sure all projected fragments end up being within a 1 screen pixel neighborhood ring of their real pixel location. $k$ can be set to a lower value, which results in the appearance of less cracks at the end of step 1 – changing the value of $k$ is discussed in Section 4.

Each rendered fragment goes through the trimming process [SF09], and off-face fragments are discarded. For on-face fragments, alongside the fragment color, we store in a framebuffer-sized metadata buffer the Bézier patch ID, the parent B-Rep face ID, as well as the $u,v$ coordinate of the fragment in the parametric space of the Bézier patch.

3.2. Step 2: crack pixel detection

Step 2 operates in screen space. For each pixel of the framebuffer area, we decide whether to flag it as a crack or not.
Figure 6: The four \((p_i, p_{opp(i)})\) pixel pairs around \(p\) are examined. Top-right inset: \(p\) is a crack, as the world-space distance between the B-Rep surface points defined by \(p\) and \(p_i\) is greater than \(d_{\text{min}}\), the same is true between \(p\) and \(p_{opp(i)}\), and \(p\) does not have the same B-Rep face ID as either \(p_i\) or \(p_{opp(i)}\). This latter condition is not met in the bottom-left inset, causing \(p\) to not be classified as a crack.

Figure 7: Calculation of \(d_{\text{min}}\), which holds the minimum distance between surface points bound to two adjacent pixels to be used for crack pixel detection. B-Rep models identify solid models and only their exterior, front-facing faces are visible and therefore rendered. \(d_{\text{min}}\) can be set to the minimum possible distance travelled by a single ray (dotted line) intersecting the B-Rep model at front-facing locations (red) with respect to the observer (left).

Figure 8: Our algorithm isolates crack-induced pixels (in red, right) by comparing the depth value of neighboring screen pixels. The “opposite fragment” test makes sure pixels nearby contour edges are not taken into account. The left screenshot has the opposite fragment test disabled, causing all silhouette pixels to be flagged as cracks.

3.3. Image-space crack filling

For each crack pixel \(p\) of the framebuffer area, we update its color depending on the information of the 8 neighboring pixels. We first determine the Bézier patch \(B_p\) that covers the highest number of neighboring pixels around \(p\). The pixel \(p\) then receives the average color of the pixels that relate to \(B_p\).

Image-space crack filling does not rely on local geometric information beyond the patch IDs and may fill topological gaps and small features such as tiny holes viewed at very low zoom level. We discuss image quality in Section 4.

3.4. Object-space crack filling

In this section we detail an algorithm to fill cracks in a robust and reliable way. It works by precisely detecting which B-Rep model face is visible at the crack pixel locations.
3.4.1. Step 3: depth mask construction

Aiming at minimizing the number of fragments that we process in the crack filling step, we first need to construct an adequate depth buffer that allows early Z tests to be performed by the GPU. The objective is to early cull all fragments that are known to have no possible impact on subsequent crack filling.

Step 3 works in screen space. It outputs a depth buffer value for every screen pixel computed as the maximum of the depth of the pixel created in step 1 and the depth of neighboring crack pixels. For pixels that neither define nor are in the vicinity of cracks, this value is the original depth buffer value created in step 1. For crack pixels or those in 1-ring vicinities, this depth buffer value holds the maximum depth beyond which step 4 fragments should be ignored. Fragments having higher depths are occluded by the crack pixel and therefore have no impact on the crack filling. The depth buffer created in step 3 is referred to as the depth mask in Figure 4.

Finally, this step also constructs a ZRGB value for each pixel on screen. This value is an unsigned integer value, obtained by combining the depth and primary color buffer values of the associated pixel produced in step 1, and storing them as a single value that can be atomically accessed by the GPU. The depth value is converted into an unsigned integer and stored in the upper bits, while the R,G and B color component values are stored in the lower bits. Thanks to this layout, a minimum or maximum operation carried out using two ZRGB values will act as if depth values were compared and updated, with the RGB value being updated alongside its corresponding depth value.

3.4.2. Step 4: object-space crack filling

The rasterization of the $k$ pixel tolerant tesselation done in step 1 may have missed the rendering of fragments located within a $k$ pixel ring (so essentially a ring of 1 pixel) around each triangle primitive (Figure 5), potentially leaving cracks.

Step 4 carries out the crack filling properly speaking. What we want to do now is ray-cast surfaces that can potentially fill the cracks. We define these surfaces as those being in a 1-ring neighborhood of a crack and located in front of it. Our algorithm cannot just work out of the B-Rep face ID and $u,v$ coordinates resulting from the Newton iteration in the trim structure to determine if the intersection actually lies on the B-Rep face. This follows the fragment classification method of Schollmeyer and Fröhlich [SF09]. If the Newton iterations do not converge, or if the trim structure lookup reveals the fragment is off the face, execution continues on to the next neighboring fragment. Otherwise, the depth and color values of the ray-casted surface fragment are updated in the ZRGB buffer, but only if the Z value is lower than the one already in the buffer. An integer atomicMin operation is done for this purpose against the ZRGB value considered as an integer and the ZRGB buffer value, keeping Z (and associated color data) of always lower values.

Fragment classification is reported to be on-face only if the location of the $u,v$ coordinates associated with the center of each fragment is classified as such. Some fragments may be classified as off-face, not be rendered in step 1, and not be processed in the current step, even though they do partially cover an on-face area of the surface. For thin triangles in silhouette areas, a single off-face classification might lead to missed, but nonetheless critical opportunities to fill nearby crack pixels. Having trimming disabled for wireframe mode
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**Figure 9:** Green: actual B-Rep surface footprint. Red triangle: footprint on screen representing a $k = 0.5$ pixel approximation of a B-Rep surface section. Red squares: filled-mode triangle fragments. Blue squares: wireframe-mode triangle fragments. Gray squares: pixels located on a 1-pixel ring around red and blue fragments are candidate for crack filling. Gray background squares: pixel locations flagged as cracks for which crack filling is done.
Figure 10: Failure to render the model using both filled and wireframe modes results in cracks. The horizontal lines in the inset are background pixels that do not get filled when wireframe rendering is disabled.

Figure 11: With back-face culling enabled, this red, back-facing triangle is discarded. The corresponding B-Rep surface section (green and turquoise) it approximates is not entirely back-facing though. The green surface part is front-facing. This situation happens mostly with very thin triangles.

in step 4 ensures that all triangle edge fragments are always processed by our fragment shader (Figure 12).

We do want to generate fragments for back-facing triangles that have their associated analytic B-Rep surface section partially front-facing over the definition domain of the supporting primitive (Figure 11). These triangles may be generated around silhouette edges, and if back-face culling is enabled, they are ignored. We therefore disable back-face culling when rendering the model in wireframe mode.

At the end of step 4, all pixels flagged in step 2 have their ZRGB buffer value updated so that this value reflects the closest ray/surface intersection for the model at the associated screen pixel location, effectively filling cracks.

3.4.2.b. Patch mailboxing

The GPU rasterizer tends to naturally group fragments in primitive order, and process fragments of the same primitive concurrently. To improve performance, we propose a mailboxing mechanism to prevent fragments of the same triangle primitive from exceedingly trying to ray-cast the same patch, at the same pixel location, through the same ray. For each flagged pixel we maintain in a buffer the last Bézier patch ID for which a ray-casting and trimming operation has been successful. Prior to initiating the ray-casting at a given pixel location, we check the patch ID and discard the processing if the value is the same as in the patch ID buffer. Because adjacent fragments of the current primitive being processed by the GPU affect the filling of common nearby flagged pixels, this process ensures the first fragment shader invocation to fill a specific crack pixel can relieve other invocations relating to the same patch from doing expensive ray-casting and trimming work at this location.

Note that due to inaccuracies of the Newton method for root finding, convergence may occur when the ray-casting is done using the $u,v$ coordinate of some fragments, but may not occur when being initiated from the $u,v$ coordinate of other nearby fragments of the same patch. Similarly, when a convergence occurs, the resulting $u,v$ coordinate may lead the fragment to being classified as on or off the face if the $u,v$ coordinate is very close to a trimming curve. Therefore, we only store the patch ID if the Newton iterations actually converge and trimming yields a classification as on-face. If these conditions are not met, other primitive fragments can still contribute to the crack filling for a specific pixel.
3.4.3. Step 5: output to renderbuffer

Step 5 works in screen space. Flagged pixels receive color and depth information stored in the ZRGB buffer value, while other pixels receive the original rendering color and depth information. This is to make sure the ZRGB value, which may only be 32 bit wide on some hardware and hence offers lower precision than the original separate color and depth buffers, is only used when ray-casting has actually taken place.

4. Results

We compare rendering performance and quality of our two crack filling methods. We also compare our object-space crack filling method with full-scene ray-casting. Full-scene ray-casting is implemented using the convex hull of the control polygon of Bézier patches, used to construct bounding volumes in which the ray-casting is to take place. Ray-patch intersections are calculated using the Newton iterative root finding method.

4.1. Rendering quality

4.1.1. Comparison of the two crack filling methods

Comparing the image quality of the two methods is done by evaluating our crack detection routine, and by analyzing how cracks are effectively filled. To do this we compare crack-filled pixels with corresponding pixels in a reference image rendered by full-scene ray-casting.

The crack detection routine is mainly affected by the value of the $d_{\text{min}}$ parameter. An implementation should estimate $d_{\text{min}}$ accurately (see Section 3.2) or set it to a lower bound value, in order for all crack pixels to be detected. Either way, pixels that are not identifiable as cracks are occasionally flagged, i.e. crack detection is conservative. Thus, we need to assess how our two crack filling methods actually behave with extraneously detected crack pixels. For our object-space method, more crack-filling attempts linked to false positives means reduced performance and a marginal impact on image quality. We can observe here the limitations associated with our image-space crack filling strategy that fills all flagged pixels with neighboring color information, which it is not supposed to do for false positives. This leads to noticeable artifacts as shown in Figure 14. Increasing $d_{\text{min}}$ beyond its accurate estimate as defined by our calculation method (Section 3.2) would result in the missed detection of an increasing number of cracks (Figure 15).

When performing an analysis of the image quality, with the image-space method, we can point out artifacts that can be seen across surface junctions where many aligned crack pixels show up. This method does not reliably choose the best surface to fill crack pixels with, as both the surfaces above and below the cracks comprise 3 pixels neighboring the crack (Figure 16). Other artifacts can be seen in some situations where there is a large discrepancy in the depth of the viewing space (Figure 17).

4.1.2. Comparison with full-scene ray-casting

The visual quality of the image obtained with our rendering pipeline is on par with ray-casting, offers smooth display and has no cracks. There does exist a discrepancy between the rendering of tesselated fragments and neighboring ray-casted fragments. However, considered the deviation between the analytical surface and its tesselation only is $k = 0.5$ or less pixels, normals interpolated through tesselation are similar to those obtained from ray-casting the surface. The same shading model is used for both ray-casted and rasterized fragments.

Comparatively with our method, full-model ray-casting exhibits a few artifacts (Figure 18). The main reason for this is that the ray-casting of a surface may be done multiple times with our method for a single screen pixel identified as a crack, using different starting parameters. The ray-casting process only stops for a specific surface if the Newton root finding convergence is effective, and if the $u, v$ coordinate resulting from the iteration is effectively classified as on-face. Our tests show that having multiple ray-casting attempts does have a positive impact on the rendering quality.
4.2. Performance

We evaluate the performance of our method on a Intel Core i7-860 processor at 2.8 Ghz and a GeForce GTX 780 graphics card. The resolution used for the tests is 1655x988 in all cases.

Rendering performance is evaluated for each step in Table 1. Because cracks are detected in image space using depth information, the number of cracks detected does not linearly increase with the number of primitives, where there typically is a lot of overdraw and therefore occluded cracks pixels, which we do not need to fill. Our performance is limited by the number of actual cracks that are visible on screen. Our algorithm efficiently minimizes the amount of ray-casting to be done through early Z cull in step 4. Also, the Newton iterative method used for root finding starts with a $u_i, v_i$ coordinate that is relatively close to the final $u_f, v_f$ coordinate resulting from convergence, which helps reduce the cost of step 4.

According to our tests, increasing the tessellation factors so that a parametric accuracy of less than $k$ with $k < 0.5$ pixel is honored does not generally affect performance, though it can occasionally have a slight, negative impact. $k$ has an impact on wireframe rendering with regards to the number of generated fragments potentially falling into the 1-ring neighborhood of crack pixels, negatively impacting the performance.

5. Conclusion and future work

We have presented an algorithm that renders accurately B-Rep models typically 2 to 6 times faster than the speed of ray-casting the same scene. Our method detects cracks artificially created by the tessellation process, and fills them out using two different methods. Our image-space approach has a low impact on performance and acceptable image quality. Our object-space approach uses color and depth data obtained through ray-casting and trimming to fill cracks, providing similar image quality than full-scene ray-casting.

See Figure 18 for a quality comparison between our method and full-scene ray-casting.
and faster rendering speed. Our algorithm is implemented as add-on stages that can be plugged into rendering systems based on dynamic tessellation. Our crack filling techniques can be switched at runtime depending on the need for speed or image quality during navigation. 

Even though our implementation works with tensor-product Bézier patches and uses Bézier patches-specific SLEFEs [Pet03] to calculate tessellation factors, our algorithm can work with any kind of parametric patches, as long as the tessellation factors can be calculated so that a 0.5 pixel covering and parametric accuracy, as defined by Yeo et al. [YBP12], is guaranteed for the projection of the patches on screen.

Our method guarantees watertight appearance only as far as the B-Rep geometrical definition permits. Junctions between some faces may not be topologically watertight, even though this is only visible at very high zoom levels. In particular, this may be the case for NURBS faces that are adjacent to one another. One way to modify our algorithm in order to remove these topological gaps could be to carry out the ray-casting and let some fragments be rendered out of the trimming area, slightly beyond the trimming curves, or even out of the surface domain for parametric patches mathematically defined beyond it.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Initial rendering</th>
<th>Crack detection</th>
<th>Crack filling</th>
<th>Total image-space method</th>
<th>Depth mask prep.</th>
<th>Crack filling</th>
<th>Renderbuffer output</th>
<th>Object-space method</th>
<th>Full-scene ray-casting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1**: Rendering time in milliseconds, with \( k = 0.5 \) pixel, \( d_{\text{min}} = 1.0 \) world units = 1 millimeter


